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Question: 1

Which of the following activities does the SAP order fulfillment process support?Note: There are 2
correct Answer to this question

A. Managing and controlling an order through all stages in the system once it has been placed

B. Preprocessing orders and splits them into consignments if necessary

C. Creating a support ticket on behalf of a customer

D. Managing cancellations and returns

Answer: AB

Question: 2

You have been asked to import a large amount of data using ImpEx scripts What would you do to
improve performance when executing ImpEx?Note: There are 2 correct Answer to this question

A. Enable code execution to dynamically speed up the import

B. Switch on ImpEx legacy mode

C. Enable distributed ImpEx

D. Consider data import sequence regarding dependency

Answer: CD

Question: 3

Which of the following considerations apply to the concept of categorization work in SAP
Commerce?Note: There are 2 correct Answer to this question

A. A category can have multiple parent categories.
B. A product can belong to multiple categories.

C. A category can contain a set of product attributes.
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D. A category is a logical group of products with the same attributes.

Answer: AB

Question: 4

You are setting up B2B permissions for evaluation during the order approval process (on the buyer
side)Which of the following scenanos are covered by the B2B permission types that are available out
of the box in SAP Commerce Cloud?Note: There are 2 correct Answer to this question

A. A user exceeds the maximum currency amount per order (B2B0rder Threshold Permission).

B. A user exceeds their Cost Center's budget(s) (B20BudgelExceededPermission).

C. A user applies for Cost Center access authorization (82BauthroziedCostCenterPermission).

D. A user exceeds the maximum number of orders per day, week, and so on
(B260rderNumberTimespanPermission)

Answer: AB

Question: 5

Which features are supported out of the box by the Cloud Hot Folders module?Note: There are 3
correct Answer to this question

A. Automatic creation of a hot folder in Microsoft Azure Blob Storage

B. Support of both CSV and ImpEx file formats

C. End-to-end processes monitoring in Backoffice

D. Easy access to storage connection credentials stored in configuration properties

E. Synchronous integration mechanism to safely import batches of data

Answer: ABC
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